A procedure to define the BRST charge from the Noether one in extended phase space is given. It is outlined how this prescription can be applied to a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker space-time with a differential gauge condition and it allows us to reproduce the results of [19] . Then we discuss the cohomological classes associated with functions in extended phase space having ghost number one and we recover the frozen formalism for classical observables. Finally, we consider the quantization of BRST-closed states and we define a scalar product which implements the superHamiltonian constraint.
INTRODUCTION
The realization of a quantum theory for the gravitational field represents one of the most challenging issue in theoretical physics. In view of the up-to-now lack of experimental data which can guide us in the realization of a final theory, the current attempts (as for instance Loop Quantum Gravity [1] and the Asymptotic Safety Scenario in Quantum Gravity [2] ) are based on extending to geometrodynamics some ideas (as quantization of the holonomyflux algebra and Wilsonian renormalization approach, respectively) which have found a fruitfull application in the description of fundamental interactions. In this work, we will take BRST symmetry as our guide to analyze the fate of time parametrization invariance in a quantum theory for the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker model.
BRST simmetry [3] plays a prominent role in the standard paradigm of fundamental interactions. In fact, the development of a meaningful path-integral formulation for a Yang-Mills theory requires to fix a gauge condition, which implies that the original gauge symmetry is broken. Nevertheless, the extension of phase-space via the introduction of additional variables allows us to recover a formulation with a residual global invariance, i.e. BRST symmetry, associated with nihilpotent transformations. It is such a symmetry which implies that transition amplitudes do not depend on the adopted gauge-fixing condition, such that all the nice properties (in primis renormalization) found through a perturbative expansion hold on a non-perturbative level too [4] .
Moreover, it is possible to trace back the origin of BRST symmetry to the peculiar features of the phase-space for constrained systems [5] . In fact, in the presence of first-class constraints observables are defined by a two-step procedure: i) they must be restricted to the constraint hypersurfaces, ii) they must be constant along the gauge orbits. These two requirement can be satisfied by enlarging phase-space via the introduction of some Grassmanian variables and by defining observables as functions belonging to the first cohomological class of a differential operators s implementing i) and ii). It is possible to associate a canonical action to s, such that a proper BRST charge Ω can be defined. This is the case on a Hamiltonian level, the Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkowsky (BFV) [6] theory, as well as on a Lagrangian level, the Batalin-Vilkovinsky (BV) [7] framework. This two formulations have been proved to be perturbatively equivalent [8] . However, in general s contains some additional higher order (in ghost number) terms, such that one must consider an iterative expansion in the ghost number and look for a solution order by order (see for instance [9] ). Only if the gauge symmetry is simple (as in the case of a Lie algebra) an explicit expression is known for the charge.
For gravity in a 3+1 representation, the gauge group is the product of 3-diffeomorphisms and time reparametrizations. The gauge algebra is open and the definition of a proper BRST charge has still technical issues, such that it has been accomplished only on a perturbative level [10] or in 2+1 dimensions [11] . The applications of the BFV formalism in minisuperspace has been realized in the seminal work of Halliwell [12] , where the Wheeler-DeWitt equation has been recovered from a path integral formulation.
In [13] the BV approach has been adopted to develop a proper BRST invariant Lagrangian for a Bianchi IX model in the presence of a differential gauge condition. Thanks to the presence of time derivatives of the lapse function in the total Lagrangian, the Hamiltonian in extended phase space is free from constraints and it can be defined simply by a Legendre transformation. By the direct inspection of the equations of motion, it was inferred the expression of the BRST charge in a Bianchi IX model. However, the definition of the BRST charge and transformations for more general metrics is hampered by the fact that the equations of motion are too complex for a direct inspection. Then, it has been suggested that BRST symmetry does not hold on a quantum level in absence of asymptotic states (as for a closed FRW model). This lead to the materialization of a reference frame, whose cosmological implications have been discussed in [14] .
In this work, starting from the Hamiltonian formulation developed in [13] , we outline how to find out the proper BRST charge from the Noether one. This approach is based on recognizing how the BRST transformation can be a symmetry of the Lagrangian density, modulo some time boundary terms. Such additional contributions modify the definition of the Noether charge and provide the correct expression for the generator of BRST transformations. We will show that this is the case for a FRW model, where we will reproduce the results of [13] .
Then, we will characterize the BRST cohomological classes for functions having ghost number one. We will show how it is possible to choose proper functions Φ rep along the orbits generated by the BRST charge such that the closure condition fixies the dependence from the lapse function, while exact forms are obtain via the Poisson action of the superHamiltonian. This achievements ensure that a 1-1 correspondence between classical observables and BRST cohomological classes exists and that the Poisson action of the physical Hamiltonian in extended phase space vanishes. Finally, we will quantize the system by considering Φ rep as wave functions. We will find out a proper definition of the scalar product, which implements the superHamiltonian constraint mimicking the procedure defined in [5] . This way, after integrating out the ghosts and gauge variables, we will infer an expression for the scalar product in the kinematical Hilbert space which reproduces the result of refined algebraic quantization [16, 17] , thus also the Dirac prescription for the quantization of constrained systems [15] .
In particular, the manuscript is organized as follows. In sec.2 we review the prescriptions given by Dirac, by refined algebraic quantization and by the BRST formulation for the canonical quantization of constrained systems. In sec.3 the Hamiltonian formulation of the FRW model is presented in extended phase space. Sec. 4 is devoted to establish the relationship between the Noether charge and the one in the presence of boundary contributions, so giving a new derivation for the BRST charge in the FRW case. The cohomological classes are discussed in sec.5, while in sec.6 the quantization of the associated system is defined and the scalar product implementing the superHamiltonian constraint is defined. Brief concluding remarks follow in sec.7.
DIRAC PRESCRIPTION FROM BRST COHOMOLOGICAL CLASS
The observables in a theory with some first-class constraints G a (q, p) = 0 are defined as those phase-space functions O(q, p) which are invariant under the Poisson action of the constraints, i.e. the relations {G a , O} = 0 hold. The quantization of such a theory is based on the Dirac prescription [15] , i.e. the physical states ψ phys are those ones for whichĜ
G a being the operators associated with the phase-space functions G a . An equivalent formulation on a quantum level is obtained in the so-called refined algebraic quantization [16, 17] , in which one gets the following scalar product
Hennaux and Teitleboim [5] pointed out how the characteration of observales and of physical quantum states can be inferred from the BFV formulation in extended phase space. In particular, observables are elements of a proper BRST cohomological class, while it can be defined a scalar product which reproduces Eq.(2).
In extended phase-space one introduces the ghosts θ a and the antighostsθ a associated with the constraints G a = 0. Let us consider also the so-called nonminimal sector, in which one treats also the Lagrangian multipliers λ a , implementing first-constraints in the Hamiltonian, on equal footing as others variables and their associated conjugate momenta b a are introduced. Hence, the additional conditions b a = 0 are present, together with the associated couple of ghosts-antighosts variables ρ a ,C a . According with the BFV formulation [6] , the total BRST charge reads
where
ab G c , while . . . denotes some terms of higher order in the anti-ghost number of the minimal sector. Let us now consider the following functions of configuration variables having maximum ghost number in the minimal sector
where the product extend over all the ghosts θ a , while φ(q) is a function of configuration variables only (it does not depend on λ a ). The crucial property of the functions (4) is the following
which is due to the fact that Ψ already contains all the available ghosts and (θ a ) 2 = 0. The Poisson brackets with the charge gives
where in the second line we used the relation (5). Henceforth, the functions (4) are BRST closed if φ does not depend on the Lagrangian multipliers λ a , i.e.
Two different BRST-closed functions Φ 1 = φ 1 Π a θ a and Φ 2 = φ 2 Π a θ a belong to the same cohomological class (Φ 1 = Φ 2 + {Ω, Ψ}) if there exists a third function of configuration variables only ψ = ψ(q) such that
for some a. This means that each cohomological class {φ} is made of the gauge orbits of phase-space functions, i.e.
[φ] = {φ 1 |φ 1 = φ + {G a , ψ}}.
It can be demonstrated that such cohomological classes are isomorphic to the cohomological classes of the states with minimum ghost number in the minimal sector, i.e.
The functions (10) are closed if
and they coincide with cohomological classes since no exact state of the kind (10) exists. Therefore, the elements of the BRST cohomological class H 1 (Ω) are functions of the gauge orbits only, thus they are in 1-1 correspondence with the observables of the theory.
On a quantum level, the identification of proper quantum states can be done according with the procedure implemented in non-Abelian gauge theories [18] . In fact, in such models the imposition of the invariance under the choice of the gauge fixing implies BRST invariance for amplitudes. These amplitudes are evaluated between asymptotic states, which are taken from free field theory. Hence, having proper in-and out-Hilbert spaces, the requirement of BRST invariance for amplitudes becomes a restriction of the space of admissible states, i.e. the space of BRST closed states.
For gravitational systems like the FRW model, we do not have at our disposal a so-clear picture for quantization and in some cases (k = 1) we cannot define asymptotic states at all. This feature leads to conjecture that BRST symmetry cannot be implemented on a quantum level [13] . Here we take the opposite point of view and starting from BRST closed states (7), we look for a proper definition of the scalar product implementing the restriction to the cohomology classes (9) . This can be realized as follows [5] (square brackets denote the commutator)
whereK reads [20] 
P a being the operators associated with the conjugate momenta to θ a . In fact, one finds
such that the scalar product (12) becomes
The term −iΠ aPa ρ a transforms the ghosts Π a θ a inside Ψ 2 into Π a ρ a , so the Berezin integration over dθ a dρ a gives non-vanishing finite results, while the integration over λ a provides the restriction to the subspace for which G a = 0, i.e.
Therefore, the definition of the scalar product (12) provides the restriction to the constraint hypersurfaces where the constraints G a = 0 holds and it reproduces the results of the refined algebraic quantization (2) and of the Dirac prescription.
This procedure is rather formal, because we do not specify the space where φ's live, the integration measure and the complex structure. We are going to apply it to the FRW case.
BRST CHARGE IN FRW MODEL
The metric tensor for FRW models is given in spherical coordinates {t, r, θ, φ} by
N and a being the lapse function and the scale factor, respectively, which depend on the time variable t only, while k = 1, 0, −1 for a closed, flat and open Universe, respectively. The Lagrangian density takes the following expression
whereȧ denotes the derivative of a with respect to the time coordinate t. One sees that the conjugate momentum to the lapse function N is constrained to vanish
By a Legendre transformation one finds the following expression for the Hamiltonian
in which the superHamiltonian H is given by
π a being the conjugate momenta to a. The conservation of the condition (19) implies the secondary constraint
such that the total Hamiltonian is constrained to vanish and no physical evolution occurs (frozen formalism). The observable of the theory are those phase space functions which commute with the constraints (19) and (22), i.e.
{O, π} = {O, H} = 0.
The presence of the constraints (19) and (22) is due to the fundamental gauge symmetry of the FRW dynamical system, which is the invariance under time parametrizations, i.e.
where η = η(t) is an infinitesimal parameter. In order to give a well-defined formulation in extended phase space the following gauge condition has been considered in [19] 
such that, once the ghost θ and the antighostθ are introduced, the Lagrangian density in extended phase space containing only first-derivatives reads
λ being a Lagrangian multiplier which imposes the gauge conditions (25), while π = λ +θθ.
The analysis of equations of motion performed in [13] gives the following expression for the BRST charge
ρ being the conjugate momentum toθ, while H denotes the total Hamiltonian in extended phase space, which can be written as
in whichρ denotes the conjugate momentum to θ and H can be obtained from H (21) by replacing π a with π ∂F ∂a + π a , i.e.
It is worth noting the difference between the charge (27) and the expression (3) obtained in the BFV model, in particular as soon as the Lagrangian multiplier N and λ's are concerned. This fact reflects the non-trivial mixing between gauge and physical degrees of freedom which takes place in the case of gravitational systems.
FROM NOETHER TO BRST CHARGE
We are now going to discuss the implications of diffeomorphisms invariance and the relationship between the Noether charge and the nihilpotent BRST one. Let us consider a dynamical system, described by some fields φ and a Lagrangian density L(φ, ∂φ), and a group of infinitesimal transformations
The variation of the action under the transformations above, when evaluated on classical trajectories, reads
where in the last line a partial integration occurs and the Euler-Lagrange equations are used. The requirement of gauge invariance is usually implemented by imposing δS = 0, from which one infers the conservation of the Noether
However, it is possible to weaken such a condition and to require the variation of the action to be a boundary term, i.e.
such that equations of motion are not affected by the transformations and the symmetry holds on a classical level. This way, the conserved charge Ω differs from the Noether one by a term D, Ω = Q + D 0 d 3 x. In the following, we will outline how this is the case for the BRST symmetry in FRW models and we will infer the expressions for the corresponding charges.
FRW model
Let us now consider the FRW model. The BRST transformations associated with time translations (24) can be obtained by replacing the infinitesimal parameter η with bθ, b being a constant Grassmanian parameter. The behavior of N and a is the following one
The transformation of the ghost can be deduced from the fact that θ behaves as an infinitesimal displacement of the time coordinate, i.e. as the time-like component of a vector field. Hence, the variation of θ gives
while for λ andθ we fix in analogy with the BRST transformations in the Yang-Mills case, the following relations
It can be explicitly verified that the transformation defined by Eqs (32), (33) and (34) is nihilpotent. From the evaluation of the on-shell variation of the Lagrangian density (26), one finds
The total variation of the action is given by summing to the variation above the term due to the transformation from t ′ to t. This gives a contribution ∂ 0 (θL)dt, which evaluated on classical trajectories reduces to
Therefore the full variation of the action reads
Hence, the transformations (32), (33) and (34) act as a symmetry for classical trajectories in extended phase space, because the variation of the action is a just boundary term which does not contribute to the equations of motions. Moreover, these transformations are nihilpotent and they constitutes the proper BRST transformations of the FRW model.
At this point, the conserved charge can be evaluated from the Noether charge Q = −θH − πNθ − πρ, by summing πρ so finding the following expression,
This expression coincides on-shell with the one obtained in [13] and, in fact, it generates the transformations (32), (33) and (34). This result outlines how the direct evaluation of the on-shell variation of the action allows us to infer the right expression for the BRST charge Ω starting from the Noether charge Q.
COHOMOLOGICAL CLASSES
Let us now discuss the cohomological classes of the BRST charge (27) having ghost number one, H 1 (Ω). In the FRW case, these functions in extended phase space can be written as
φ θ and φ ρ being arbitrary functions of a and N . The requirement of BRST invariance implies that
The exact functions Θ with total ghost number one can be obtained from a generic function ϕ(a, N ) as follows
and two functionals Φ 1 and Φ 2 belong to the same orbit if there exists ϕ such that Φ 1 = Φ 2 + {Ω, ϕ}. Let us partially fix an element Φ rep within each BRST orbit by the condition
which can be realized starting from a generic function (39) by summing Θ = {Ω, ϕ} with
As soon as Eq. (42) holds, the relation (40) implies that BRST invariant functions read
φ(a) being an arbitrary function of the scale factor. The exact functions of the kind (44) can be obtained for ϕ = ϕ(a) into Eq.(41) and they are given by
Henceforth, the requirement (42) does not fix uniquely an element within each cohomological class H 1 (Ω), which are formed by
{φ} being the equivalence class of functions under the Poisson action of the superHamiltonian H, i.e.
Therefore, the BRST-cohomological classses (46) are determined by the equivalence class of functions φ(a) under the Poisson action of H. Hence they are in 1-1 correspondence with the classical observables of the FRW model (23).
The Hamiltonian flow of the functions (46) in extended phase space is generated by the extended Hamiltonian (28). The Poisson bracket with Φ cc gives
and one can take it back to a element Φ rep by summing Θ = {Ω, ϕ} with
This way one obtains
Therefore, the BRST-cohomological classses (46) do not evolve under the action of the physical Hamiltonian in extended phase-space.
QUANTIZATION IN EXTENDED PHASE-SPACE
The quantization of the FRW model in extended phase space can be done as in the BFV case by defining proper states and a scalar product. Let us consider as quantum states the BRST-closed functions (44) (which we denote by Φ) and let us fix the operator ordering with momenta to the right. The complex structure is the standard complex conjugation, while ghosts θ and ρ are real. The momenta are defined as −i times the (left) derivatives operators of the corresponding variables.
We look for the extension of the scalar product (12), i.e.
where µ(a, N ) is an un-specified measure. We cannot reproduce exactly the procedure described in section (2) because of the nontrivial mixing of gauge and physical degrees of freedom. Let us keep for momentK as a generic operator having ghost number −1, i.e.K =k 1ρ +k 2θ ,
k 1 ,k 2 being two arbitrary operators. The operator [K,Ω] acts on states (44) as follows
It is worth noting how the last term in the expression above is able to provide a nonvanishing result for the scalar product (51). By squaring the operator [K,Ω] one gets
Let us make now some assumptions about the operatorsk 1 andk 2 : for simplicity we takek 1 = −Ii, while we fix k 2 as followsk
where the first term is obtained by evaluating −N [ˆ H, N ] and by avoiding the piece containing the operatorπ. This way, the following relations hold
and generically one has (see the appendix)
Therefore, the exponential within the scalar product (51) reads
and after performing the integration over θ and ρ only the second term gives a nonvanishing contribution so getting
By defining the measure µ(a, N ) = −µ(a)/N in order to avoid the factor N coming from Φ 1 , the scalar product above can be written as in (16), i.e.
Therefore, it is obtained the same Hilbert space structure as in the case the Dirac prescription for the quantization of constrained systems is used.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we derived the BRST charge associated with FRW space-time by a Noether-like analysis in extended phase space. The total Lagrangian has been defined according to the BV method for differential gauge fixing conditions. These conditions allowed us to reintroduce missing velocities and to have a well-defined Hamiltonian formulation in extended phase space [19] . Nihilpotent BRST transformations were defined thanks to the invariance under time parametrizations of the original formulation. The final expression for the action has been analyzed, finding that its variation under BRST transformations provided some time-boundary contributions. We accounted for these contributions and we could achieve the expression of the BRST charge for the considered systems.
Then, we characterized the BRST cohomological classes in the case of functions with ghost number one. We chose proper elements within each BRST orbit, such that the closure condition fixied the dependence from N . This is the counterpart of the imposition of primary constraints in the Dirac approach. Then, the construction of equivalence class of closed forms modulo exact ones ensured the invariance under the action of the secondary constraint. We also investigate the physical evolution of cohomological classes under the action of the total Hamiltonian. We found that such an action vanished. This achievement confirms that the frozen formalisms extends to observables in extended phase space. Hence, the BRST formulation identifies the right degrees of freedom even in the case of a gravitational system, in which there is a nontrivial interplay between gauge (the lapse function) and physical (the scale factor) degrees of freedom (which is reflected into the expression of the BRST charge (27)).
Finally, we considered the quantization of the FRW model in extended phase space. We demonstrated how a suitable scalar product could be defined according with the procedure described in [5] (the only difference being the form of the function K) such that the vanishing of the superHamiltonian operator was implemented. This achievement outlines how the equivalence between a quantum formulation in extended phase space and other approaches to the quantization of constrained systems, as refined algebraic quantization and the Dirac prescription, can be realized. Moreover, our findings can be thought as the canonical counterpart of the outcomes of [12] , where a path integral formulation for a FRW model with a differential gauge fixing condition is discussed and the restriction to propagators implementing in a proper way the condition H = 0 is obtained.
The extension of this analysis to more complex space-times will be the subject of forthcoming investigations, aimed to test to what extend the BRST framework can be used to implement diffeomorphisms invariance on a quantum level.
By using the expression (55) fork 2 one findŝ 
and
which probes eq.(62).
